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PROOF OF A CONJECTURE ON PERMUTATION
POLYNOMIALS OVER FINITE FIELDS
XIANG-DONG HOU*
Abstract. Let k be a positive integer and S2k = x+x
4+ · · ·+x4
2k−1
∈ F2[x].
It was recently conjectured that x+S4
2k
2k
+S4
k+3
2k
is a permutation polynomial
of F
43k
. In this note, the conjecture is confirmed and a generalization is
obtained.
1. Introduction
Let Fq denote the finite fields with q elements. For integer k ≥ 0, define
Sk,q = x+ x
q + · · ·+ xq
k−1
∈ Fp[x] (p = charFq).
When q is fixed, we write Sk,q = Sk. The main purpose of this note is to prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let q = 4 and k ≥ 1. Then x + Sq
2k
2k + S
qk+3
2k is a permutation
polynomial (PP) of Fq3k .
Theorem 1.1 appeared as a conjecture in a recent study of permutation polyno-
mials over finite fields [1]. We refer the reader to [1] for more background of this
conjecture. An adaptation of the proof of Theorem 1.1 gives a slight generalization
of Theorem 1.1, which is also included in thos note.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We first recall two facts:
Fact 2.1. [2, Theorem 7.7] Let f ∈ Fq[x]. Then f is a PP of Fq if and only if for
all a ∈ F∗q ,
∑
x∈Fq
ζ
Trq/p(af(x))
p = 0, where p = charFq and ζp = e
2pii
p .
Fact 2.2. [1, Lemma 6.13] Let p be a prime and f : Fnp → Fp a function. If there
exists a y ∈ Fnp such that f(x+ y)− f(x) is a nonzero constant for all x ∈ F
n
p , then∑
x∈Fnp
ζ
f(x)
p = 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Recall that q = 4 and k ≥ 1. Write g = x + Sq
2k
2k + S
qk+3
2k
and Tr = Trq3k/2. By Fact 2.1, it suffices to show that for every a ∈ F
∗
q3k ,
(2.1)
∑
x∈F
q3k
(−1)Tr(ag(x)) = 0.
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We will use the relation
(2.2) S2k + S
qk
2k + S
q2k
2k ≡ 0 (mod x
q3k − x).
Case 1. Assume Trq3k/qk(a) 6= 0. Then there exists a y ∈ Fqk such that
Trqk/2
[
yTrq3k/qk(a)
]
6= 0. For all x ∈ Fq3k we have S2k(x+ y) = S2k(x) + S2k(y) =
S2k(x). Hence
Tr
[
ag(x+ y)− ag(x)
]
= Tr(ay) = Trqk/2
[
yTrq3k/qk(a)
]
,
which is a nonzero constant. By Fact 2.2, (2.1) holds.
Case 2. Assume Trq3k/qk(a) = 0. The a = c+ c
qk for some c ∈ Fq3k \ Fqk . For
x ∈ Fq3k , we write S2k(x) = S2k (a slight abuse of notation). We have
Tr
(
ag(x)
)
=Tr
[
(c+ cq
k
)g(x)
]
=Tr
[
c
(
g(x) + g(x)q
2k)]
=Tr
[
c(x+ Sq
2k
2k + S
qk+3
2k + x
q2k + Sq
k
2k + S
1+3q2k
2k )
]
=Tr
[
c(x+ xq
2k
+ S2k + S
3
2k(S2k + S
q2k
2k ) + S
1+3q2k
2k )
]
(by (2.2))
=Tr
[
c(Sq2k + S
4
2k + S
3+q2k
2k + S
1+3q2k
2k )
]
=Tr
[
cS
1+q2k
2k (S
2
2k + S
2q2k
2k )
]
=Tr
[
cS
1+q2k
2k (S2k + S
q2k
2k )
2
]
=Tr(cS1+q
2k
2k S
2qk
2k ) (by (2.2))
=Tr(cS1+2q
k+q2k
2k ).
(2.3)
By (2.1), S2k(Fq2k ) ⊂ Tr
−1
q3k/qk
(0). Since
gcd(1 + x+ · · ·+ x2k−1, x3k − 1) = xk − 1,
by [2, Theorem 3.62], {x ∈ Fq3k : S2k(x) = 0} = Fqk . Thus S2k : Fq3k → Tr
−1
q3k/qk(0)
is an onto Fqk -map with ker S2k = Fqk . Therefore
∑
x∈F
q3k
(−1)Tr(ag(x)) =
∑
x∈F
q3k
(−1)Tr(cS
1+2qk+q2k
2k ) (by (2.3))
= qk
∑
x∈Tr−1
q3k/qk
(0)
(−1)Tr(cx
1+2qk+q2k ).
(2.4)
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Let d1, d2 be a basis of Tr
−1
q3k/qk
(0) over Fqk . We have
∑
x∈Tr−1
q3k/qk
(0)
(−1)Tr(cx
1+2qk+q2k )
=
∑
x,y∈F
qk
(−1)Tr[c(d1x+d2y)
1+2qk+q2k ]
=
∑
x∈F
qk
(−1)Tr[c(d1x)
1+2qk+q2k ] +
∑
x∈F
qk
y∈F∗
qk
(−1)Tr[c(d1x+d2y)
1+2qk+q2k ]
=
∑
x∈F
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
1
x) +
∑
x∈F
qk
y∈F∗
qk
(−1)Tr[c(d1xy+d2y)
1+2qk+q2k ]
(for the first sum, x← d1+q
k+q2k
1 x
1+2qk+q2k ; for the second sum x→ xy)
=
∑
x∈F
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
1
x) +
∑
x∈F
qk
y∈F∗
qk
(−1)Tr[c(d1x+d2)
qky]
(for the first sum, y ← (d1x+ d2)
1+qk+q2ky1+2q
k+q2k)
=
∑
x∈F
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
1
x) +
∑
x∈F
qk
y∈F∗
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
1
xy+cdq
k
2
y)
=
∑
x∈F
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
1
x) +
∑
x∈F
qk
y∈F∗
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
1
x+cdq
k
2
y)
(for the second sum, x← xy)
=
[ ∑
x∈F
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
1
x)
][
1 +
∑
y∈F∗
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
2
y)
]
=
[ ∑
x∈F
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
1
x)
][ ∑
y∈F
qk
(−1)Tr(cd
qk
2
y)
]
.
(2.5)
We claim that Trq3k/qk(cd
qk
1 ) and Trq3k/qk(cd
qk
2 ) cannot be both 0. (Otherwise,
Tr−1
q3k/qk
(0) = dq
k
1 Fqk + d
qk
2 Fqk would be a vector space over Fqk(c) = Fq3k , which
is impossible.) Therefore, at least one of the two sums in the last line of (2.3) is 0,
so we have
(2.6)
∑
x∈Tr−1
q3k/qk
(0)
(−1)Tr(cx
1+2qk+q2k ) = 0.
Combining (2.4) and (2.6) gives (2.1). 
3. Generalization
The proof in Section 3 works for the following generalization of Theorem 1.1
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Theorem 3.1. Let q be a power of 2. Let L ∈ Fq3k [x] be a 2-linearized polynomial
such that
(i) L permutes Fqk , and
(ii) L+ Lq
2k
≡ S42k (mod x
q3k − x).
Then L+ Sq
k+3
2k is a PP of Fq3k .
Note. L = (x + Sq
2k
2k )
4q3k−1 satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1. (i) is
obvious. For (ii), we have L + Lq
2k
= (x + Sq
2k
2k + x
q2k + Sq
k
2k )
4q3k−1 ≡ (x + xq
2k
+
S2k)
4q3k−1 = (Sq2k)
4q3k−1 ≡ S42k, where “≡” means “≡ (mod x
q3k − x)”.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let g = L+ Sq
k+3
2k and follow the proof of Theorem 1.1. In
Case 1, we choose y ∈ Fqk such that Trqk/2
[
L(y)Trq3k/qk(a)
]
6= 0. In Case 2, (2.3),
still holds because of condition (ii). 
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